LA FAMILIA HAYBURG:

ON THE OPPOSITE
SIDE OF THE WORLD
Beijing: The Great Wall/Great Wall Adventure Club/The Forbidden
City/Tian'anmen Square/subway system/train station/international airport/other
essential sites and activities; Xi'an: Terracotta Soliders, International Train K3
(ADDITIONAL PHOTOS AT: www.juanitohayburg.com)
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–CAPÍTULO CUATRO:
International Train K3–

For the longest time, Katarena, Enrique, and I froze in place, afraid to get comfortable. Were the
authorities were coming after us for not filling out the form, getting out of line and going over the rail?
When I put my glasses back on, the left lens fell out, keeping my fear as alive as the world now
appeared blurry. With my right eye, I saw the platform clock (07:40) through a window when it slid
out of sight. The train was moving again! I looked at them as they looked at me. We all had gleaming
smiles―we made it!
We knew where we were going to be for the next week, but we didn't know what exactly what this
International Train K3 was going to be like, although we had a pretty good idea. It was based upon
various discussions with other people who'd been passengers in lower classes, our own experience
about the Paris-Roma and Berlin-Moscow overnighters, and, the best source, reading LP. That fine
travel guide amplified all of the information we'd gained previously about the different classes of train

travel in China. No question about it, we were perfectly placed in this top-of-the-line class.

Hallway of Deluxe Coach 9, International Train K3

Another tidbit we learned from LP was that this international train was actually composed
of segments that reflected the territory we traversed. The segment we started with is known as the
Trans-Mongolian train, which makes since it crosses Mongolia. That title becomes Trans-Siberian
when the K3 is in Russia. The restaurant car reflects the respective country every time this superb train
crosses the borders, i.e., China, Mongolia, and Russia.
We looked at our tickets again, this time to ascertain which cabin we were in; I was in 5-6,
they were in 7-8, and both were connected by a washroom. Going through the door to my cabin, I
commenced with a visual sweep of the compartment. On my left, a slim closet, then two bunks, the
bottom folded out to serve as a couch, the top folded up, out of the way. Adjacent on the right, the wall
directly opposite me, I saw a speaker just below the ceiling, a large window below that, with a table
underneath it. On the adjacent wall to the right, I saw a fold-out chair, followed by the partitions of half
the washroom jutting out, and on the washroom wall was a skinnier door to enter it. I finished my
visual sweep of the compartment by returning to the wall with the entry door that I was standing in. I
noted that it may not have been huge, but it was the same size as our T-6, with a third the number of

bunks! And the floor was carpeted, it smelled nice, had a separate arm chair beside the table, and I am
the only one assigned to it! This is going to be just fine! I would enjoy sole, albeit lonely, occupancy,
rectifiable only by the presence of Elena. I knew that she would like these quarters, but not the tension
leading up to it.
Accepting that, I continued to explore, and Opened the washroom door. I was taken aback by
the efficient simplicity. It was basically a shower stall with a sink, mirror, and handheld, pull-out faucet
with a 2 meter(6 foot) hose for bathing.
I opened the other door and entered the kids' compartment, which was the reverse image of
mine. Enrique had already pulled down the upper bunk and was enjoying it. Katarena was likewise
laying on the bottom bunk (after her fall on the Berlin-Moscow train, I would have insisted she take it
anyway) and was gazing out the window. They both commented that it was acceptable, to which I
agreed, although it could be improved with a route map on the wall.
Then the three of us paid rapt attention as the K3 slowly left the dim light of the station and moved
into the Sunny day. We recognized buildings, streets, and parks as our train chugged through the
suburbs. We began a gradual ascent, leaving the city and briefly stopping in smaller cities: Nankou,
passing through a well developed and very touristy Great Wall region of Badaling, (Rather attractive
just passing through, and I predict that other special, high-end trains will make exclusive runs to a sitespecific station built just to accommodate Olympic tourists who want to visit the Great Wall but are not
able to tolerate the motor traffic or hassle of going here otherwise.), Juyongguan, Qinglongqiao,
Kangzhuang, Zhangjiakou, Datong, Jining, and the border town of Erlian.
This was a 16-hour journey of rarely interrupted, sonorous rhythm, which, combined with the
intense activity earlier, gave each of us reason to rest. Sleep came easily to them, as we were certainly
exhausted from the manic boarding of this train, compounded by the gentle rocking motion of it as it
slipped through this vibrant country. My mind, too, slipped into a state of pondering while the K3 sped
along.
I thought about the Chinese, particularly Sue and John, who have no vote. I remembered reading
Newsweek about the former, resilient Chinese leader, Deng Xiaophing, who promoted that if the USA
and Russia were considered as extremes, then China “was the middle way.” Moving through the sparse
countryside in a luxurious cabin, my thoughts crystallized about exactly why I had gone through the
agonizing uncertainty for us to make this journey. It was an opportunity to give my children the chance
to learn that the USA is not necessarily the only way.
In fact, history has proven that, though the USA has certainly benefited from being a world
leader, we cannot export our lifestyle. What works for us does not always work elsewhere. This is
particularly true if we use brute force to impose our political will upon others, as shown by the
wreckage we've left in other countries, notably after twenty-two years in Vietnam, from Dienbenphu in
1953 to the fall of our embassy in Saigon, 1975. Remarkably, it was the implosion of the former Soviet
Union in 1989 that has actually had much more impact on the world, and giving the USA an
unparalleled opportunity to demonstrate world leadership. That, unfortunately, is being squandered by
uninspired individuals who don't understand their impact. With those disturbing mindwaves, I finally
drifted into sleep.
I awoke to a still Sunny day and a decidedly drier environment outside in the stillness of a halt
at Zhangjiakou. The train began moving while I walked into the deserted hallway, gazing out windows
upon a semi-parched landscape of yellow grass, few trees, and industrial cities. Shortly thereafter,
Katarena and Enrique emerged from their compartment, as did a the other occupants of this fine coach.
Introductions were in order, and, as it turns out, all of us were from the West, except for our
attendant. We, of course, are from the USA. Two brothers, Tom and Frank, from England. Sharona and
Tipsy, from Australia. Our attendant, Ling, calls Beijing home, though he spends most of his time on
this international train. Other than him, I was the only other passenger without a cabin mate in this
Deluxe Coach 9 of the K-3.

Apparently, everybody had been resting, recuperating from the exciting chaos of boarding this
train. Katarena recognized Tom and Frank, “You're the guys who jumped over the rail back at the
station!” she gasped.
“Yes,” replied Tom with a sly smile, “I refused to not make this train. When the agent gave us
those declaration forms to fill out, which was the first time I have ever seen anything official written
only in Chinese without a English translation accompanying it. I was livid. I knew it would have made
us late. So we vaulted the barrier, but the wait before moving was utterly unbearable. Thank goodness
we're away!”
“My thoughts exactly!” I concurred. “We followed your lead in jumping the railing, and believed
we had just made it when the train jerked as I got on. I was scared to death during that enormous wait
before the train starting moving again—we have come so far, and to have it all snatched away because
we didn't fill out the silly form. I am so glad we are here, with all of you!” Everybody nodded their
heads vigorously as I spoke, then retired to their respective cabins.
Everyone else closed their doors, but I kept mine open, fantasizing that Elena would walk in. Of
course she didn't, but Sharona and Tipsy, beers in hand, did come through the door, and plopped
themselves down on the couch-bed. Both of these slim women were continuing the socializing, and
extended their hands to me formally.
“We all need to get to know each other better. After all, we will be together for the next week! As
you already know, my name is Tipsy, she is Sharona, and were both from Australia. Actually, I am
currently living in Shanghai, where I work at the Wuxi South Ocean Centre, an extension of the
Australian University System.”
“So, Juanito,” said Sharona, “I live in Western Australia, where my husband is a major contractor.
He doesn't like to travel as much as I do, but thought it would be a good idea if I met Tipsy in Shanghai,
and then we'd go to Moscow by train. Tipsy and I have been friends for a long time. I can show you
pictures later. But right now, were just making the rounds to meet everybody.” I was enthralled with
their accents.
“Lovely. I'm afraid both my children, Katarena and Enrique...” I was starting to explain why they
were most likely back in bed when the washroom door opened, and they walked in. Again, hands were
extended in a more formal greeting.
Sharona began to speak, “I am so pleased that we are all in this coach together. It is so much
better than other trains we've been on!”
“Oh, yes,” agreed Tipsy; “We went from Shanghai to Beijing in a soft-sleeper, a terrible twentyhour trip. We had to share with two other people who smoked endlessly. We weren't allowed to go to
dining car, and the bathroom, well, it was downright disgusting. There was never toilet paper, and it
gets locked at every stop. It was a cattle car, it was. We knew we couldn't go on long that way, so we
upgraded in Beijing.”
At that moment, Ling knocked, poked his head in and gave each of us a meal ticket. It was just
like the first class travel we had aboard Amtrak when we had trained from El Paso to Missouri. That
boleta was much more expensive, but also includes savory banquets in the restaurant car. I looked
forward to the forthcoming meal!
“You can tell us more about why you are here and where you are from later. We're going to get Tom
and Frank now, and meet you in the dining car. See you there!” said Sharona as she and Tipsy
departed.
I gave Katarena and Enrique their coupons, then we sauntered to the end of our coach, past a
water closet, and couldn't open the door. I was reminded of our T-3 from Berlin to Moscow and
panicked for a micro-second. We hustled to the other end of our coach, passing the samovar, the water
closet, going through the door, and across the enclosed deck.

This Samovar is the
same type of hot water
system as used on the
Berlin-Moscow train,
except this hagua is
free! (IF you had the
right kind of passage!)

Opening the door of the next coach, the first smell burned my nostrils―vile cigarette smoke! I
was so glad I been able to procure the deluxe tickets for us! We walked in, passed a water closet and a
smoking coach attendant―undoubtedly there to enforce the no smoking rule―then into a narrow,
linoleum floored aisle. It had numerous people congesting the hallway, all smoking. In a regular
pattern, doors were open to the soft-seat berthing compartments, four bunks in each, usually with a
person per bunk. Unless, that is, one or more of the occupants were in the smoky hallway, seeking a
reprieve from the small sleeping room. We had to go through three coaches like this before arriving at
the dining car.
I was now witness to the greatest difference between AMTRAK and any other train system, and, if
for no other reason to keep our USA rail system alive, it is the restaurant car. The AMTRAK meal
wagon is supremely fitted with every possible luxury conceivable, unlike this car. Don't get me wrong,
I like this fine, but it is a positive thing that I can, and need, to write about AMTRAK.
I also can understand why we were given meal coupons for use on this train. They were the
incentive to just traverse the disgusting (non-) smoking cars. Additionally, there was probably no other
way to keep some of the interesting food from going to waste. As Enrique didn't care for the rice and
egg dish, he traded them to me for my egg roll.
“If you don't like eggs, and consistently refused to eat them in any shape or form, especially when
in rice, why will you eat the egg roll?” I pointed out the discrepancy.
“I dunno.” he replied, without elaboration.
It was actually a nice, wide-open space with tables, not just for eating, but we can also play cards,
talk, and, especially if you're Australian, drink booze. The entrance of our coach mates was a highlight,
and I noticed all of them had been able to trade their coupons for high-proof liquid meals. We actually
had something of a 'getting underway party', and, though sober, Katarena, Enrique, and I thoroughly
enjoyed their company. The smoking cook took photos to verify all of us enjoying his coach. He may
get smoked-cook-of-the year award or something.
The party came to a slow halt as we were shooed out of this festive coach—set-up was needed for
more passengers taking the evening meal. I was last to leave, and I saw him getting ready for the
dinner. He wiped the tables off, as well as his serving counter with what seemed a very dirty rag. I

chose not to think about how he cleaned his kitchen.
The train stopped in Jining for ten minutes, enough time for me to step onto the platform and
purchase fresh food: peaches, tomatoes, orange juice, tea, peanuts, and something that may be beef
jerky. I was quite interested in the goings-on when the train began moving again, in a continual 5-hour
ascent toward Erlian. Outside our window, the same manual labor that had created the intricate, ornate,
long-lasting structures of China such as the Great Wall or the numerous temple was evident in an
unassuming feature like a drainage along the tracks.
The cement is hand mixed in large, ten foot by ten foot by one foot troughs, then used to set wellsized stones, flat side out, in a precise jig-saw like pattern that would encourage gravity to help water
descend. Every fifteen or twenty feet, a small, straight gap, perpendicular to the slope was located for
an expansion joint. It very much reminded me of the stone walls back home, which, if constructed well,
not only look attractive, but will not soon crumble or fall apart. While my own stone wall work is not
nearly so attractive, it hasn't yet come apart. I have a better ability to make an irregular surface, setting
the flat sides askew, out of plumb, then call it my unique designer style!
It became evident to me why this ditch was so important to be built to last. Not only was it
necessary to keep the track base from being destroyed during an infrequent rainfall, it also served as a
conduit to carry away other excretion of humanity. Many houses and work sites were positioned so that
the rubbish merely had to be, literally, swept out the back door. Out of sight, out of mind. What I found
particularly appalling was that often an outhouse would often perched above the work-of-art-turnedextestine, with an unsightly if not unhealthy dessicated mound below waiting for a big flush. Gross!
Fortunately, that was a rare vision. A roadway usually paralleled the tracks, if not adjacent, then
within a 100 meters (109 yards) or so, which served as the route for pedestrian or motor vehicles
(Eventually me upon my bicycle?!). When population was scarce, the visage appeared much more like
Western Kansas on the Southwest Chief train alongside U.S. 50.
From my comfortable chair in cabin 5-6, I could see extensive grassland with ranging wildlife or
farm stock grazing, and more tree growth alongside an intermittent stream. In these huge rural zones,
the homesteads were infrequent, whose location focused upon the source of water. Occasionally,
clumps of houses were strategically placed about impoundments, and safe water procedures seemed to
be in place—no obvious pollution points close-by. Cities, around much larger lakes, were full of
progress and technology—paved roads, greenhouses, solar panels, power stations with cooling towers
providing ample electricity for the dwellings and the railroad, even though diesel units pulled our train.
Close to midnight, our elegant Coach 9 became became part of a truly international train at the
border crossing of Erlian. We were given customs vouchers, along with the arrival and departure forms
to fill out, as well as having our passports stamped. We got off the train, walked through the station to
investigate the square. There really wasn't much that we could see—it was dark—but the town came
alive for us. Several stores catering to the passengers―potential customers―were open. It was really
neat to poke our heads into them, consider buying an item unique to the area (we didn't), and returning
to the station platform.
Our train was not there, which put Katarena into a tizzy: “The train's gone! All our stuff is
gone! Why did you make us get off?”
I calmed her fears after speaking with other passengers, whom it was easy to see were not
indigenous. Like the Canadians I had met when I first attempted to buy train tickets out of Beijing, Ian
stood out. He could have been a tough rugby player guide, possibly forced out due to injury and is now
guide of a large group. After telling him about our deluxe space, he expressed amazement, “Usually,
those seats are usually all purchased by different tour agencies, like the one that I work for, Monkey
Shrine (www.monkeyshrine.com). You must have been tenacious to get it!”
“Yes, and it was rather frustrating, I tell you.” I shared with him, “I am a parent who knew, based
upon all of the different inputs we received, that anything less than the best was not acceptable. I was
scared, though, that when I first saw the bill, I had spent every bit of our money and then some.” Then I

explained in greater detail our experiences over the previous month, which amazed him even more, and
he extended his compliments to me for exposing my children to the different cultures from such a safe
environ as the K3. I heartily agreed, confiding to him: “I want them to learn that the USA is not the
only way!”

